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Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading members. 
 
 

Georgia Walters 

Non Pratt's début novel, ‘Trouble’, 

was undoubtedly one of the best 

UKYA novels of 2014. I was really 

looking forward to reading more 

from Non - and a book set at a music 

festival sounded awesome! 

‘Remix’ is quite a quick read which 

was great for me, but the story was 

so complex and well written. It 

centres around two best friends, 

Ruby and Kaz, who tag along with 

Ruby's brother and his boyfriend to 

a music festival - mainly to see their 

favourite band, Goldentone. From 

the first night, issues start to unfold. 

Unexpected people join them, and 

some pretty insane things happen - 

all over the course of three days. 

I loved the protagonists - They were 

are well written as Non's characters in ‘Trouble’ were. Ruby and Kaz are both 

flawed and relatable characters who were just really fun to read about. 

That said, it did take me almost half of the book to actually understand the 

network of people - there isn't a huge cast, but the dual narrative switches so 

quickly (every few paragraphs at some points) that I couldn't keep track! The 

narratives of Kaz and Ruby were well crafted, and I could really feel both girls' 

voices - but they changed so quickly that I lost track at points. 

The final pages of ‘Remix’ will leave you in a bit of a daze - 

everything spirals into a shocking conclusion that completely 

stunned me. It feels like quite an abrupt ending - though it's the kind of 

resolution that keeps the book in your head for days. 



 

 

www.booksandwritersjnr.wordpress.com 

Follow Georgia on Twitter: @GeorgiaReads      

 

Danielle Shepherd  

This book will explore festivals, music, boys, but most importantly 

friendship. My new favourite summer read.  

Reading this book I felt like I was at the festival, like the drama and boys and 

heartbreak were all happening  to me. Kaz and Ruby are two girls who I would 

die for to have as friends. This book showed that even through the toughest of 

times best friends can handle anything, be it ex-lovers, boyfriends, or rockstars. 

One of my favourite quotes from the book is "Friendship isn't something that's 

supposed to be perfect because people aren't perfect. People will lie, they will 

cheat and they will let you down. Friendship is what picks you up." 

You can follow Danielle on Twitter:  @daniishepherd 

 

Becky  

‘Remix’ by Non Pratt is a smart, emotionally charged novel about 

friendship, forgiveness and the power of music. You won't be able to 

put it down!  

The story follows best friends Kaz and Ruby as they attend their first music 

festival and all sorts of chaos ensues! The vibrant festival setting makes this 

book feel so unique, the author captures perfectly the feelings of freedom and 

endless possibilities, the power of music and the stench of unclean portaloos. 

While there is a big romance element to this book, at its heart, this story is all 

about friendship. The bond between Kaz and Ruby is brilliantly crafted and so 

true to real life. The friends are aware of each other quirks inside out, know the 

words to each other’s favourite songs and  can have screaming matches only to 

make up in a minute the next day. However, like real friendships, not 

everything is perfect. Each character is dealing with their own personal 

problems and both are struggling to find their individual identities, questioning 

how their friendship can grow and thrive when their lives are going in different 

directions. Non Pratt is so great at capturing believable teen voices and I loved 

that she talked about the teenage mistakes and mishaps many other YA books 

gloss over, it’s refreshing! No one does real contemporary like Non Pratt does! 

https://beckysblogs.wordpress.com/ 



 

 

Stacie Ball 

A lovely, relastic book about friendship, music and having a good 

time.  

When I first requested ‘Remix’ from Lovereading4kids I was in the middle of 

reading ‘Trouble’ by Non Pratt, I've since set it down for later because I had 

other things to read. I liked the idea of the story being set completely from a 

music festival, and for the most part it worked really well. However one thing I 

don't think worked too well was the how little the chapters were. It's set from 

Kaz and Zoe's POV, the only way to tell the difference in who was talking was 

the different font, but because of how short their chapters actually are I found 

myself confused at times and having to back track just to see who's turn it was 

to talk. 

I did enjoy both of the characters though, they had their flaws, both dealing 

with a recently split from their boyfriends causing them to act selfish, erratic 

and not like themselves. I thought it was everything you could want from a 

realistic fiction (apart from one scene, that you'll have to read to see for yourself 

but I'm pretty sure that when you do, you'll know what bit I’m suggesting to be 

unrealistic). It was a lovely quick read, I finished it in a few hours. Non Pratt 

has a really interesting style of writing and I'm looking forward to continuing 

more of her work. 

http://beautifulbookishbutterflies.blogspot.co.uk/ 

 

Sophia Ufton 

I loved this book, its got everything in.... boys, music, love... what 

more can I ask for? Will be looking for more from this author.  

Kaz has just woken up to 14 messages from her friend Ruby, because she is 

super excited for the day ahead, as they are going to a Remix music festival. 

While Kaz is getting ready her sister who is two years younger Naomi is 

watching her and mocking what she's wearing/or going to wear. Ruby fancies 

the lead singer in her favourite band Goldentone, will she get the boy she posted 

pictures over her wall when she was younger? Most importantly, will Ruby and 

Kaz, still both be best friends by the end of the three days? 

 

Amy Laws, age 14 

‘Remix’ by Non Pratt is a smart, emotionally charged novel about 



 

 

friendship, forgiveness and festivals.  

I really liked how the point of view swapped between Kaz and Ruby throughout 

the novel so you got the story from both points of view. Non Pratt is a great 

author and I will definitely look out for her books in the future because this is 

the second of her books that I have read and thoroughly enjoyed. I wasn't sure if 

it would be a bit similar to other books about friendship and summer but it 

definitely stood out from the crowd and I would recommend it without a doubt. 

 

Jenny Duffy 

Pratt's characters felt very real - they make some stupid decisions, 

they have fun, they fight, and they care deeply about each other.  

Best friends Kaz and Ruby are off to Remix music festival for the weekend. The 

two friends think they know everything about each other, but neither has been 

completely honest about their ex. Kaz is still heartbroken after her beloved 

boyfriend Tom dumped her, and hasn't told Ruby that he will be at the festival 

too. Everyone thinks Ruby is so over her ex Stu, but he isn't that easy to forget. 

During a weekend of music, energy and stars; their friendship is tested by the 

dramatic events that unfold. 

‘Remix’ switches between Kaz and Ruby's point of view, sometimes their 

respective sections are quite short which can make the text a bit choppy. 

However, overall I liked the alternating voices, and felt both protagonists were 

likeable and relatable. While Kaz as the quiet, sensitive friend who is a talented 

musician was a bit stereotypical, I liked how Pratt developed her character 

throughout the novel. Similarly, brash and outgoing Ruby becomes more 

vulnerable throughout the book. By the end of the book, both characters had 

grown, but some problems were still left unresolved. 

There is also a cast of memorable supporting characters. Pratt's characters felt 

very real - they make some stupid decisions, they have fun, they fight, and they 

care deeply about each other. I liked that while this book deals with romance, at 

its core is Kaz and Ruby's friendship. Remix shows how friendships change as 

people grow. 

One of Pratt's strength is dialogue, and this is part of what makes the book so 

readable. She creates a great festival atmosphere, capturing the excitement and 

power of music. The buzzing festival is an interesting setting for a story that is 

fun but also very moving. 

http://thebookstheartandme.wordpress.com 



 

 

 

Amanda Gray  

I adored the focus on friendships, both how great they can be and the 

difficulties that arise in them, and I related to both main characters 

in different ways - they couldn't have felt more real to me.  

A very enjoyable read! I adored the focus on friendship, both how great it 

can be and the difficulties that arise in them, and I related to both main 

characters in different ways - they couldn't have felt more real to me. It was 

refreshing that the book didn't overly romanticize love and rather focused on 

the complexities and difficulties of relationships. I enjoyed reading a book that 

was not just about falling in love, but also about falling out of it. I did not so 

much like some of the parts of the story that felt way too unrealistic and 

unnecessary and I did think there was maybe a bit too much drama. Overall 

however, I would definitely recommend it! It's such a nice, warm and easy 

summer read (which I finished in one day). I've never been to a proper festival 

myself (nor do I ever plan to really), but this book almost made me feel like I 

was there myself. 

http://nellieandco.blogspot.co.uk/  

 

Danielle Shepherd  

This book will explore festivals, music, boys, but most importantly friendship. 

My new favourite summer read.  One of my favourite quotes from the book is 

‘Friendship isn't something that's supposed to be perfect because people aren't 

perfect. People will lie, they will cheat and they will let you down. Friendship is 

what picks you up.’  

Reading this book I felt like I was at the festival, like the drama and boys and 

heartbreak were all happening to me. Kaz and Ruby are two girls who I would 

die for to have as friends. This book showed that even through the toughest of 

times best friends can handle anything, be it ex-lovers, boyfriends, or rockstars. 

I enjoyed both of the characters even though they had their flaws, both dealing 

with a recently split from their boyfriends causing them to act selfish, erratic 

and not like themselves. I thought it was everything you could want 

from a realistic fiction. It was a lovely quick read, I finished it in a few 

hours. Non Pratt has a really interesting style of writing and I'm 

looking forward to continuing more of her work. 


